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Abstract
Objectives In this population-based study, reference values
were generated for renal length, and the heritability and
factors associated with kidney length were assessed.
Methods Anthropometric parameters and renal ultrasound
measurements were assessed in randomly selected nuclear
families of European ancestry (Switzerland). The adjusted
narrow sense heritability of kidney size parameters was
estimated by maximum likelihood assuming multivariate
normality after power transformation. Gender-specific ref-
erence centiles were generated for renal length according to
body height in the subset of non-diabetic non-obese partic-
ipants with normal renal function.
Results We included 374 men and 419 women (mean ±
SD, age 47±18 and 48±17 years, BMI 26.2±4 and

24.5±5 kg/m2, respectively) from 205 families. Renal
length was 11.4±0.8 cm in men and 10.7±0.8 cm in
women; there was no difference between right and left
renal length. Body height, weight and estimated glomer-
ular filtration rate (eGFR) were positively associated
with renal length, kidney function negatively, age qua-
dratically, whereas gender and hypertension were not.
The adjusted heritability estimates of renal length and
volume were 47.3±8.5 % and 45.5±8.8 %, respectively
(P<0.001).
Conclusion The significant heritability of renal length and
volume highlights the familial aggregation of this trait,
independently of age and body size. Population-based ref-
erences for renal length provide a useful guide for
clinicians.
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Key Points
• Renal length and volume are heritable traits, independent
of age and size.

• Based on a European population, gender-specific reference
values/percentiles are provided for renal length.

• Renal length correlates positively with body length and
weight.

• There was no difference between right and left renal
lengths in this study.

• This negates general teaching that the left kidney is larger
and longer.

Keywords Renal length . Kidney volume . Renal
ultrasound . General population . Heritability

Introduction

Renal length is an important clinical parameter, as it pro-
vides information on the underlying disease process and
the potential reversibility of kidney damage [1]. Over the
last 30 years, renal ultrasound has remained the imaging
technique of choice to measure renal length in patients
presenting with acute and chronic kidney dysfunction, even
though alternative techniques such as magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) have been
developed. Renal ultrasound is widely available, provides
reliable anatomical information in experienced hands, is
highly reproducible and has no side effects. However,
kidney volume estimations are generally considered less
reliable owing to the two-dimensional nature of ultrasound
[2, 3].

A number of previous studies—mainly performed in the
1980s and 1990s—have reported reference values for renal
length in adults [4–6]. None of these studies were
population-based; one recent population-based study was
performed on Asian subjects, and the reported reference
values cannot be used for Caucasians [7]. Other studies have
reported that the main determinants of renal length are
gender, age, body height, body weight, blood pressure
(BP), kidney function and the presence of diabetes [1,
8–11]. However, anthropomorphic characteristics of the
population have changed in the mean time, which might
have influenced reference values and determinants. To the
best of our knowledge, the familial aggregation of kidney
size has never been assessed previously.

Therefore, the aims of this family-based population study
were to assess reference values for renal length in today’s
European population, to assess its heritability and to deter-
mine its associations with anthropomorphic factors. In a
secondary analysis, we assessed the heritability and factors
associated with kidney volume.

Materials and methods

Participants and anthropometry

SKIPOGH (Swiss Kidney Project on Genes in Hypertension)
is a family-based cross-sectional study exploring the role of
genes and kidney haemodynamics in blood pressure (BP)
regulation and hypertension.

Participants were recruited in the cantons of Bern and
Geneva, and the city of Lausanne. Recruitment of partici-
pants started in December 2009 and is still ongoing. A
simple, non-stratified random sample of subjects was drawn
from lists of inhabitants provided by the population regis-
tries of the three cities. A letter inviting the addressee to
participate was sent, and subjects were contacted within
14 days by one of the staff members. Inclusion criteria were:
(1) written informed consent; (2) minimum age of 18 years;
(3) Caucasian origin, defined as having both parents and
grandparents born in a restricted list of countries (available
from the authors); (4) at least one, and preferably three, first-
degree family members also willing to participate. The
family members were contacted in a similar way, and an
appointment for a study visit was set individually with each
family member. The SKIPOGH study was approved by the
institutional ethics committees of the participating universi-
ty hospitals. As of April 2012, the study population included
854 participants coming from 212 nuclear families. The
participation rate was 22.3 %. Participants with a unilateral
kidney, polycystic kidneys, the presence of cysts on the
superior or inferior pole, hydronephrosis, partial nephrecto-
my, horseshoe kidney, missing data or insufficient ultra-
sound quality were excluded, leaving 793 participants com-
ing from 205 families for the purpose of this analysis.

The study visit was performed in the morning after an
overnight fast. BP was measured with a non-mercury man-
ual auscultatory sphygmomanometer (A&D UM-101; A&D
Company, Toshima Ku, Tokyo, Japan) [12, 13]. Each sub-
ject’s conventional office BP was the mean of the five
consecutive readings, and hypertension was defined as a
mean office BP ≥140/90 mmHg [14]. Body weight was
measured in kilograms to the nearest 100 g using a Seca
scale. Height was measured to the nearest 5 mm using a
Seca height gauge. Body surface area (BSA) was calculated
using the Dubois formula [15], and body mass index (BMI)
was calculated as weight (kilograms) divided by squared
height (square metres).

Renal ultrasound and blood samples

Renal grey-scale B mode ultrasound was performed
according to a standard procedure. The longitudinal dimen-
sions of each kidney were measured in a sagittal plane
visually estimated to represent the largest longitudinal
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diameter, and length was assessed with participants in the
supine position, or in the case of insufficient image quality,
the participant was examined in the left or right decubitus
position. The mean of three optimal longitudinal measure-
ments was reported. The width and transverse diameter were
measured in a transverse plane perpendicular to the longitu-
dinal axis of the kidney. The level of the transverse section
was at the vascular hilum of the kidney. The mean of three
separate measurements of each parameter was reported.
Renal volume was calculated as 0.523 × length × width ×
transverse diameter [16]. In each study centre, all ultrasound
examinations were performed by the same experienced op-
erator. The Aplio XG device (Toshiba Medical Systems,
Volketswil, Switzerland) was used for imaging in Geneva
and Lausanne, and the Acuson S2000 device (Siemens
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) was used in Bern.

Venous blood samples were drawn from an antecubital
vein. Glycaemia and kidney function tests were dosed in the
local university laboratories using standard clinical labora-
tory methods. The CKD-EPI formula was used to calculate
the estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) [17]. CKD
was defined as an eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73 m2 [18].

Statistical analysis

To obtain the gender-specific reference centile curves for
renal length according to body height, we applied the LMS
method [19]. The model that best fitted the data was selected
based on the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The Box–
Cox transformation parameter was constant throughout all
body height values (0.37 for men and 0.58 for women) and
the relationship between kidney length and body height was
assumed to be linear. These analyses were performed with R
2.15.1 (R Core Team, 2012, Vienna, Austria) using the
gamlss package [20]. Persons with CKD (eGFR
<60 ml/min/1.73 m2), obesity (BMI >30 kg/m2) and/or
diabetes were excluded from these analyses.

In order to account for centre and family, we used two-
level multivariable linear regression, adjusting for age, gen-
der, smoking, body height and weight, diabetes, hyperten-
sion and kidney function (eGFR, CKD-EPI) to determine
the independent association of each independent variable of
interest with the dependent variables of renal length and
volume. Results of all linear multivariate analyses are
presented as beta-coefficients (β) and their 95 % confidence
intervals. P values were derived from maximum likelihood
ratio tests. Statistical significance was considered for a two-
sided P<0.05. This statistical analysis was conducted using
STATA 11.0 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA).

Heritability was assessed as described previously [21]. In
brief, heritability is a measure of familial resemblance that
relies on the assumption that the total phenotypic variance of
a quantitative trait can be partitioned into independent

genetic and environmental components. In turn, the genetic
variance can be divided into an additive genetic variance, a
dominance variance and an epistatic variance. Additive
variance represents the average effects of individual alleles
on the trait and reflects transmissible resemblance between
relatives. Heritability in the narrow sense is defined as the
ratio of the additive genetic variance to the total phenotypic
variance. In this paper we refer to “heritability in the narrow
sense” simply as heritability. To estimate heritability we
used a linear regression model in which the total residual
variance is partitioned, after regressing on covariates, into
the sum of an additive polygenic component, a sibling
component and an individual-specific random component.
Heritability was estimated as the polygenic component di-
vided by the total residual variance. We estimated the heri-
tability of kidney length and kidney volume. Age, gender,
body length, body weight and eGFR were used as covari-
ates. We used the ASSOC program in Statistical Analysis
for Genetic Epidemiology (S.A.G.E.) for both the compo-
nents of variance and covariate coefficients, as described
previously [22].

Results

Family structure

The participants came from 205 distinct families, most of
which included two generations. The mean family size (±
SD) was 4.7±2.0, with the largest nuclear families including
10 members. These family structures led to 519 parent–
offspring pairs, 266 sibling pairs, 119 uncle–nephew pairs,
43 grandparents–grandchildren pairs and 24 cousin pairs.

Reproducibility and accuracy of ultrasound measurements

As different operators performed the ultrasound examina-
tions, a concordance study of 20 participants was undertak-
en in which two operators examined the kidneys blinded to
the other’s results. The following results were found for the
reproducibility of the ultrasound data: Lin’s correlation co-
efficients for right and left renal length were 0.90 and 0.82
respectively, and intra-class correlation coefficients were
0.91 and 0.82 (all, P<0.005).

The accuracy of ultrasound kidney volume measurement
was assessed in 20 subjects in Lausanne who underwent on
the same day renal MRI and renal ultrasound in an affiliated
study. Renal MRI-based dimensions were assessed by an
independent, experienced radiologist who was blinded to
the ultrasound results. MRI-based kidney volume was cal-
culated using the same formula as renal ultrasound-
measured kidney volume. Lin’s correlation coefficients be-
tween renal MRI and ultrasound for right and left kidney
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volume were and 0.79 and 0.79 (both, P<0.005). Lin’s
correlation coefficients between MRI and ultrasound for
right and left renal length were 0.86 and 0.89, respectively
(both, P<0.005).

Baseline characteristics and kidney dimensions

Baseline characteristics of the 793 participants are shown in
Table 1. Kidney dimensions by gender and individually for
the right and left kidneys are shown in Table 2. All kidney
dimensions were larger in men than in women (all, P<
0.001). Kidney volume remained significantly larger in
men than women after correction for BSA (P<0.001).
There was no difference between the length of the right
and left kidneys (P=0.58) or between kidney volumes,
except in men in whom the volume of the right kidney
was larger than that of the left kidney (P=0.002).

Reference values for renal length according to body height

Reference values expressed as percentiles of renal length
according to gender over a large range of body heights are
shown in Fig. 1. Subjects with eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73 m2,
obesity, and/or diabetes were excluded, leaving 570 subjects
for this analysis.

Relationship between mean renal length and phenotypic
characteristics of participants

In multilevel, multivariable linear regression analysis in-
cluding all participants (n=793), mean renal length was
positively associated with body height, weight and kidney
function (eGFR), yet not with diabetes, hypertension or
active smoking (Table 3). There was a quadratic relationship
between renal length and age (β age per year2, −0.004; 95 %

CI, −0.005 to −0.002; P<0.001), with a maximum renal
length reached at 42.5 years.

Similar trends were found between kidney volume and
phenotypic characteristics. Kidney volume was positively
associated with body height, body weight and eGFR.
Kidney volume was also positively associated with hyper-
tension, and slightly negatively with gender (female vs
male), but not with diabetes (see Supplementary Table A).

Heritability of kidney dimensions

Age- and gender-adjusted heritability of the mean renal
length and volume, and of each kidney individually, are
shown in Table 4 (left column). Both renal length and

Table 1 Baseline characteristics
according to gender

All variables (except age and
eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73 m2)
P<0.001, men vs women

History of cardiovascular dis-
ease based on self-reporting

Chronic kidney disease defined
as eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73 m2

Hypertension defined as mean
office BP ≥140/90 mmHg

Men (n=374) Women (n=419)

Age (years) 47±18 48±17

Body weight (kg) 82±13 66±14

Body height (cm) 177±7 165±6

BMI (kg/m2) 26.2±4 24.5±5

Body surface area (m2) 2.0±0.2 1.7±0.2

Hypertension (%) 27.8 23.5

Treated hypertension (%) 61.1 48.4

Diabetes (%) 5.6 3

Smoking (%) 30.2 21.1

History of cardiovascular disease (%) 11.6 12

Serum creatinine (μmol/l) 81±13 67±11

eGFR (ml/min/1.73 m2) 98±18 95±17

eGFR <60 ml/min/1.73 m2 (%) 2.1 3.1

Table 2 Renal dimensions, according to gender

Men (n=374) Women (n=419)

Length, mean (cm) 11.4±0.8 10.7±0.8

right (cm) 11.4±0.9 10.7±0.9

left (cm) 11.4±0.9 10.7±0.8

Width, mean (cm) 5.3±0.5 4.9±0.6

right (cm) 5.3±0.7 4.9±0.7

left (cm) 5.2±0.6 4.8±0.6

Transverse diameter, mean (cm) 5.0±0.6 4.5±0.5

right (cm) 5.0±0.7 4.5±0.7

left (cm) 5.0±0.6 4.6±0.6

Volume, mean (cm3) 157±33 125±30

right (cm3) 160±40 125±36

left (cm3) 154±35 124±32

Volume/BSA (cm3/m2) 79±14 72±14

Data are mean ± SD

Men versus women, P<0.001 for all values

BSA body surface area
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volume were significantly heritable traits. Further adjust-
ment for body height, weight and eGFR (Table 4, right
column) hardly modified heritability estimates, which
remained between 35 and 47 %.

Discussion

This study shows that renal length is a heritable trait, even
when adjusting for body length and weight, two anthropo-
morphic parameters with high heritability. Second, the main
independent determinants of kidney length in this
population-based family study were body length, weight,
age and kidney function, whereas gender was not. Similar
associations were found for kidney volume. Third, based on
a subgroup of non-CKD, non-obese and non-diabetic par-
ticipants, reference values are provided for renal length as
measured by ultrasound per gender and body length.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to
demonstrate significant heritability estimates for renal
length and volume. Kidney size strongly aggregated in
families, some families having relatively large, other rela-
tively small kidneys, independent of body length, kidney
function and weight. As such, this study illustrates that
kidney size is at least partly genetically determined, and
justifies further analyses aimed at discovering genetic de-
terminants of kidney size. However, the clinical utility of
the heritability of kidney size is uncertain, as this trait is
likely of polygenic nature (i.e. a large number of genes
each have a small effect on kidney size). One might
hypothesise that families with relatively larger kidneys
could be genetically ‘protected’ against kidney function
deterioration with ageing. Indeed, it has been shown that
kidney size correlates positively with the number of glo-
meruli per kidney and the number of glomeruli correlates
with kidney function [8, 23, 24]. Clearly, this hypothesis
merits further study.
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Fig. 1 Percentiles of renal
length according to gender over
a large range of body heights.
Median values, 3th, 10th, 25th,
75th, 90th and 97th percentiles
are shown for non-diabetic non-
obese men and women (n=269
and 301, respectively) with
eGFR >60 ml/min/1.73 m2

Table 3 Factors associated with renal length (in mm)

Age, gender adjusted Fully adjusted a

Β 95 % CI P Β a 95 % CI P

Gender (female vs male) −6.4 −7.4 −5.4 <0.001 0.48 −0.93 1.89 0.50

Age (per year) −0.04 −0.07 −0.15 <0.001 0.11 0.06 0.16 <0.001

Age (per year2) −0.006 −0.007 −0.004 <0.001 −0.004 −0.005 −0.002 <0.001

Body height (per cm) 0.41 0.32 0.49 <0.001 0.32 0.23 0.41 <0.001

Body weight (per kg) 0.23 0.19 0.27 <0.001 0.18 0.14 0.22 <0.001

eGFR (CKD-EPI) 0.17 0.12 0.21 <0.001 0.20 0.16 0.24 <0.001

Smoking (yes vs no) −0.20 −1.49 1.09 0.76 0.44 −0.68 1.56 0.44

Hypertension (yes vs no) 1.71 0.28 3.14 0.02 1.06 −0.20 2.31 0.10

Diabetes (yes vs no) 1.75 −1.05 4.54 0.22 1.32 −1.05 3.70 0.27

Data are regression coefficient β and 95 % confidence interval (95 % CI) assessed by multilevel (centre and family) multivariable linear regression
a Adjusted for age, gender, body height, body weight, eGFR, smoking, hypertension and diabetes
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Previous ultrasound studies have reported that mean renal
length varies between 10.1 and 11.2 cm [9, 11, 25, 26],
which is smaller than the values reported in this study.
However, many of these studies were not based on random-
ly recruited individuals, but on individuals with a non-renal
indication to undergo abdominal imaging, or on those
requesting a health check-up, which might have biased re-
sults. Besides, as stated in the introduction, many studies
were performed in the 1980s and 1990s. Population demo-
graphics and physical characteristics have changed, which
might have influenced kidney dimensions.

In clinical practice, physicians can be faced with the
question whether renal length is appropriate for a given
body height. For example, one can wonder if a renal length
of 14 cm in a male subject with a body length of 190 cm is
larger than expected or not; the same question might apply
to a renal length of 8.5 cm in a female subject measuring
155 cm. Renal length above the 95th percentile for a given
body length could refer to underlying disease processes such
as diabetes, obesity-induced glomerular hyperfiltration, am-
yloidosis or other metabolic storage diseases [27–29]. Renal
length below the 5th percentile might indicate irreversible
kidney damage. Besides, as stated above, larger or smaller
than expected renal length could also be genetically deter-
mined. With a few exceptions [9, 30], data reported in the
medical literature are not gender- or body length-specific,
which limits their clinical usefulness. The reference values
and percentiles reported in this study are intended to help the
physician to determine in a more objective manner whether
kidneys are small, normal or large for a given body height.

This study did not confirm the general paradigm that
renal length and volume are larger on the left than on the
right hand side [4, 9, 10]. This difference has generally been
attributed to the fact that the left kidney is less hampered in
its growth by the spleen than the right kidney by the liver
[10]. We did not find any difference in renal length, and
found a slightly larger volume of the right kidney compared
with the left kidney. MRI is generally considered the most
reliable way to measure renal length and volume. In line

with our findings, the largest study based on nuclear MRI so
far, including 150 patients, did not find a significant differ-
ence in length or volume between the right and left kidneys
[31]; another MRI study performed in 240 human fetuses
without urogenital anomalies also did not show any differ-
ence in size between the right and left kidney [32].

As published previously by other authors, the main de-
terminants of renal length in our population were body
length, weight and kidney function [9, 26]. On the other
hand, we did not find an independent association between
gender and renal length. In fact, the smaller kidney length in
women was largely explained by their smaller body height
and weight compared with men. Age correlated quadratical-
ly and not negatively with renal length in fully adjusted
models. This is contrary to most previous studies [9,
29–31]. However, most previous studies did not take into
account kidney function as a possible confounder, which
might partly explain this divergence. Several mechanisms
such as a change in kidney shape due to a progressive
increase in the central fat mass and weakening of the
perirenal capsule by the mid-40s, followed by loss of kidney
parenchyma and loss of abdominal muscular mass with less
applanation of the kidneys thereafter, could underlie the
quadratic association between age and kidney length. This
is, however, somewhat speculative and further studies
would be needed to confirm these hypotheses.

Similar associations were found between kidney volume
and phenotypic characteristics such as body length and
weight, and the heritability of kidney volume was to the
same order of the heritability as that found for renal length.
However, the results reported for kidney volume should be
interpreted with caution, as the concordance between ultra-
sound and MRI-assessed kidney volume was weaker than
for renal length in our study. This finding is in line with
previous studies that demonstrated the superiority of CT- or
MRI-based methods to assess kidney volume [3, 26].

This study should be interpreted within the context of its
strengths and limitations. The major strengths are the
population-based design, the large sample size and the use
of the same standardised protocol across centres, with good
inter-observer reproducibility. The high heritability esti-
mates for kidney size is a good indicator of the data quality
in this study: measurement error tends to reduce heritability
estimates as it increases the total phenotypic variance (i.e.
the denominator) without affecting the additive genetic var-
iance (i.e. the numerator). Among the limitations, the cross-
sectional nature limits causal inferences regarding the de-
terminants of kidney size. Second, assessment of kidney
volume by renal ultrasound is less reproducible than renal
length, and the associations described for kidney volume
should be interpreted with caution. Despite these limitations,
similar trends were found for renal length and for kidney
volume. Finally, several caveats about the concept of

Table 4 Heritability for renal length and volume

Age, gender, centre
adjusted h2

a Fully adjusted h2

Length, mean (cm) 45.5±8.3 47.3±8.5

right (cm) 36.8±8.8 35.6±9.0

left (cm) 41.1±8.7 39.1±8.9

Volume, mean (cm3) 45.6±7.9 45.5±8.8

right (cm3) 39.1±8.4 34.5±8.6

left (cm3) 36.0±8.5 35.3±9.2

Data are narrow sense h2 estimates in percentage ± SD
a Adjusted for age, gender, body weight, body height, and eGFR
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heritability deserve mention. Heritability being a population-
specific concept, our estimates only apply to the Swiss popu-
lation examined. Yet, it is unlikely that kidney size would not
be heritable in other populations as well. Besides, although we
cannot exclude genotype–environment interactions, their ef-
fects are minimised by the choice of an appropriate scale of
measurement, which we achieved by simultaneously estimat-
ing that scale (the power transformation) under a model that
assumed no such interactions.

In conclusion, this study shows that kidney size is highly
heritable. This justifies looking for genes involved in the deter-
mination of kidney size. This family-based population study
also reports reference values and percentiles for kidney size in a
European, healthy, unselected adult population, thus providing
a useful guide for clinicians. Finally, this study shows that the
main independent determinants of renal length are body height,
weight, kidney function and age but not gender.
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